The Only publicly Traded Pure Social Media Play
Investors could get involved now, while they eagerly wait for Facebook and Twitter IPO.
Zenzuu.com TCLN.OB is the only 'pure' social media company that is publicly traded today. Just to
be accurate there is one more publicly traded company (QPSA.OB, currently trading around $5.00 a
share) however, it is a niche player, focused on the Hispanic community.

Mr. E.Brian Harvey, a well respected Analyst, in his comprehensive Research Report on QPSA.OB
assigns a conservative $10 valuation for each member. If we apply the similar valuation metrics to
TCLN.OB, as Mr. Harvey did for QPSA.OB, and assume that TCLN.OB succeeds in attracting only
10 million members that would make the stock worth about $2.70. As you well know more than
500,000 people routinely join Facebook, Everyday!
In Sep, 09, Twitter was valued at a Billion Dollars, its valuation since shot up to several Billion
Dollars and Zynga is recently valued at $4.6 Billion Dollars, according to the Wall Street Journal.
TCLN.OB has a unique Revenue Sharing Model with its members, this huge monetary incentive
encourages people to join and it could accelerate the rapid increase in membership base. ZenZuu's
Global Focus and Monetary Incentive driven Membership Program could easily achieve the modest
10 Million membership target fairly quickly.
If you believe in the Social Media, its potential growth and the unique business model, TCLN.OB
is some thing you may want to get to know better and get involved now, while we all wait, with
baited breath , for the Facebook and Twitter IPO.
http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=TCLN.OB
http://www.zenzuu.com/
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